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5 ABSTRACT: Interfaces in metal halide perovskite (MHP) solar cells cause carrier recombination and
6 thereby reduce their power conversion efficiency. Here, ultrafast (picosecond to nanosecond) transient
7 reflection (TR) spectroscopy has been used to probe interfacial carrier dynamics in thin films of the
8 reference MHP MAPbI3 and state-of-the-art (Cs0.15MA0.15FA0.70)Pb(Br0.20I0.80)3 (CsFAMA). First,
9 MAPbI3 films in contact with fullerene-based charge extraction layers (CTLs) in the presence and
10 absence of LiF used as an interlayer (ITL) and CsFAMA films passivated by phenformin hydrochloride
11 (PhenHCl) have been studied. To quantify and discriminate between interface-induced and bulk carrier
12 recombination, we employed a one-dimensional diffusion and recombination model. The interface-
13 induced carrier recombination velocity was found to be 1229 ± 78 cm s−1 in nonpassivated MAPbI3 films, which was increased to
14 2248 ± 75 cm s−1 when MAPbI3 interfaced directly with C60, whereas it was reduced to 145 ± 63 cm s−1 when inserting a 1 nm thin
15 LiF interlayer between MAPbI3 and C60, in turn improving the open-circuit voltage of devices by 33 mV. Second, the effect of surface
16 and grain boundary passivation by PhenHCl in CsFAMA was revealed. Here, the recombination velocity decreased from 605 ± 52
17 to 0.16 ± 5.28 and 7.294 ± 34.5 cm s−1, respectively. The approach and data analysis presented here are immediately applicable to
18 other perovskite/interlayer/CTL interfaces and passivation protocols, and they add to our understanding of the impact of surfaces
19 and interfaces in MHP-based thin films on carrier recombination and device efficiency.

20 KEYWORDS: surface recombination, perovskite solar cells, transient reflection, carrier dynamics, metal halide perovskites

21 ■ INTRODUCTION

22 Interface-induced carrier recombination is presently consid-
23 ered to be one of the major performance-limiting bottlenecks
24 in metal halide perovskite (MHP) solar cells, in single-junction
25 and even more so in multijunction devices.1−14 Unleashing the
26 maximum performance requires careful optimization of all
27 interfaces in a device. Two commonly used approaches are the
28 insertion of ultrathin insulating layers1−7 and passivation with
29 molecules that carry different functional groups, which interact
30 with surface and interface defects.8−14 A quantitative study of
31 the carrier dynamics could reveal the underlying photophysical
32 processes and thereby help to develop strategies to mitigate
33 efficiency-limiting processes.7,15 In this regard, a very powerful
34 tool to probe processes on ultrafast (femtosecond to
35 picosecond) time scales at semiconductor interfaces is
36 transient reflection (TR) spectroscopy,15−20 as it is contactless,
37 provides ultrafast time resolution, and is sensitive to processes
38 at the surface and at interfaces of MHP thin films.
39 However, TR is an experimentally challenging technique and
40 the analysis of TR data requires careful consideration of the
41 multitude of photophysical processes govern the carrier
42 dynamics. On the one hand, the TR signal is often affected
43 by thin-film optical interference, because typical film
44 thicknesses are in the hundreds of nanometers, and thus can
45 severely distort the TR signal.15 On the other hand, from a
46 data analysis perspective, TR kinetics are complex and often

47involve multiple parallel processes such as surface recombina-
48tion, bulk carrier recombination, and carrier diffusion.15−20

49Therefore, a general model that allows discerning these
50processes is required to employ TR on perovskite-based thin
51films and devices.
52In this work, we first discuss the issue of thin-film
53interference and demonstrate how its impact on experimentally
54obtained TR can be minimized by selecting appropriate film
55thicknesses. The accuracy of the TR signal is validated and its
56physical origin analyzed using the well-known Kramers−
57Kronig transformation, including transient absorption (TA)
58spectroscopy results. To quantify the carrier dynamics, we
59employed a one-dimensional model and performed global
60fitting of the TR dynamics. We then applied TR spectroscopy
61to probe the interfacial recombination of two representative
62metal halide perovskites, one being the prototypical MAPbI3 in
63the presence and absence of a 1 nm LiF interlayer, and the
64other one being the wide-bandgap state-of-the-art
65(Cs0.15MA0.15FA0.70)Pb(Br0.20I0.80)3 passivated by PhenHCl.
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66 We determined for pristine MAPbI3 films on quartz substrates
67 that the surface recombination velocity is 1229 ± 78 cm s−1.
68 Next, we measured an interface recombination velocity of 2248
69 ± 75 cm s−1 when MAPbI3 interfaced directly with fullerene
70 (C60), which reduced to only 145 ± 63 cm s−1 when adding a 1
71 nm LiF interlayer between MAPbI3 and the C60. Consequently,
72 the Voc of respective devices was improved by 33 mV. For the
73 state-of-the-art (Cs0.15MA0.15FA0.70)Pb(Br0.20I0.80)3 perovskite,
74 the surface-induced carrier recombination velocity was found
75 to be 605 ± 52 cm s−1 in neat (nonpassivated) MHP films,
76 which was reduced to 7.294 ± 34.5 cm s−1 by grain boundary
77 passivation (GBP), and further to 0.16 ± 5.28 cm s−1 by top
78 surface passivation (TSP) with PhenHCl, which improved the
79 device efficiency, as recently demonstrated by us.8

80 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

81 Transient Reflection Spectroscopy on MHP Thin
82 Films. A scheme of the TR on perovskite thin films is

f1 83 shown in Figure 1a. Here, the ultrafast laser pulse is incident
84 on the film under normal angle, whereas the optical probe
85 pulses are directed to the sample at an angle of θ < 5°. By
86 monitoring the pump-induced changes of the reflection of the
87 front surface (Rf), we obtain the TR signals.15,19,21 However,
88 thin-film interference distorts the TR signal, as probe beam
89 reflections occur at the back interface (Rb).

15 To mitigate this
90 problem, we applied a thin-film interference model (see the
91 Supporting Information) and calculated perovskite film
92 thicknesses appropriate for TR experiments. The calculated

93results are plotted in Figure 1b, where black solid and dashed
94lines correspond to constructive and destructive interferences,
95respectively. The spectral range considered spans from 650 to
96900 nm,15 as this is the region of interest for the MAPbI3
97samples studied here. To minimize thin-film interference, we
98selected a film thickness that does not intersect with the solid
99and dashed lines; more precisely, for MAPbI3, the optimum
100thickness is 190 nm, represented by the red horizontal line in
101Figure 1b. In other words, our calculation suggests that TR
102data taken on 190 nm thick MAPbI3 films should be free of
103thin-film interference effects in this specific spectral range.
104Experimental results obtained on 200 nm MAPbI3 films, that
105is, close to the optimum thickness of 190 nm, are shown in
106Figure 1c. Indeed, the 3D surface plot demonstrates virtually
107interference-free TR signals. An ideal antisymmetric spectral
108TR pattern is observed in the entire spectral and temporal
109range of the TR experiment.15,20,21 The corresponding 2D plot
110shown in Figure 1d exhibits two antisymmetric peaks at 740
111and 768 nm, located at the high- and low-energy tails of the
112perovskite bandgap, respectively. The bandgap of MAPbI3
113films was estimated to 1.654 eV (∼750 nm) by fitting the
114steady-state absorption spectrum to the Elliott model (details
115in the Supporting Information). For comparison, Figure 1d
116also presents the TR spectrum measured on a 406 nm thick
117MAPbI3 film. This thickness is represented by the blue
118horizontal line in Figure 1b, which suggests that significant
119thin-film interference can be expected within this spectral
120range. Clearly, this is the case as confirmed by the TR

Figure 1. (a) Schematic diagram of the TR experiment on perovskite (MAPbI3) thin films. (b) Black lines (solid and dashed) represent the
occurrence of interference based on a thin-film interference model. The red horizontal line represents a MAPbI3 film thickness with no interference
in TR measurements. The blue line represents a film thickness that leads to significant interference effects. (c) 3D surface plot of TR data measured
for 200 nm thick MAPbI3 films. (d) 2D plot demonstrating how the experimentally measured TR spectra are impacted by film thickness. The pump
wavelength was 475 nm at an initial charge carrier density of 7.7 × 1016 cm−3, and spectra were captured at a 0.5 ps delay time.
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121 experiment shown in Figure 1d. We note that the interference
122 not only shifts the peak positions, but also compromises the
123 spectral shape of the TR signal.
124 Origin of the Transient Reflection Signal. To explore
125 the physical origin of the TR spectra of MAPbI3 films, we

f2 126 measured complementary TA spectra. Panels a and c in Figure
f2 127 2 show representative sub-picosecond and picosecond to

128 nanosecond TA spectra, which reveal hot-carrier cooling on
129 the sub-picosecond time scale and recombination of charge
130 carriers on the picosecond to nanosecond time scale.22−25

131 To relate TA to TR spectra, we used the Kramer−Kronig
132 (K−K) transformation, because steady-state absorption and
133 reflection are inherently related to each other.26 This allows us
134 to predict the expected TR spectra from the experimentally
135 measured TA spectra when the carrier density is low.19,21,26

136 The K−K transformations of TA spectra are presented in
137 Figure 2b, d, together with the experimentally measured TR
138 spectra for comparison. More information on the equations
139 used for the transformation and spectra of Δα, Δκ, and Δn can
140 be found in the Supporting Information. Clearly, on the sub-
141 picosecond time scale, the K−K transformation of the TA
142 spectra reproduces almost exactly the TR spectra. A
143 discrepancy can be seen after tens of picoseconds and on the
144 nanosecond time scale. The sub-picosecond TR signal contains
145 contributions from relaxed and hot carriers, the latter
146 occupying high-energy states; the perfect match reveals that
147 the hot carrier cooling process is virtually the same on the
148 surface as it is in the bulk. Following hot carrier cooling,
149 however, the TR signal originates only from relaxed carriers;
150 here, the mismatch reveals that the depopulation of the relaxed
151 carrier pool differs on the surface from that in the bulk. We
152 further investigate the differences by a one-dimensional

153diffusion and recombination model introduced in the next
154section. Having assigned the physical origin of the signal, we
155identify other features in the TR spectra of MAPbI3 films as
156well. First, we analyze the evolution of the spectral shape. On
157the sub-picosecond time scale, where relaxed and hot carriers
158contribute, the antisymmetric TR signal exhibits a much more
159pronounced negative component, as evident from Figure 2b;
160on the nanosecond time scale where only relaxed carriers
161reside in the MAPbI3 films, the negative and positive
162components are similar, as evident from Figure 2d. Second,
163we observe an isosbestic point, i.e., a wavelength at which the
164signal intensity does not change over the probe delay times.
165Similar to the TA spectra, we can identify such a specific point
166in the TR spectra between the two peaks. Considering the
167physical origin of the isosbestic point in TA spectra, we
168conclude that on the sub-picosecond time scale, it is a result of
169the interplay between hot-carrier cooling and bandgap
170renormalization.20,24 On the nanosecond time scale, it
171originates from the interplay between ground-state bleaching
172and photoinduced absorption of free carriers.27,28

173One-Dimensional Carrier Diffusion and Recombina-
174tion Model. Having identified the origin of the pico- and
175nanosecond TR signals, we can now investigate the carrier
176dynamics by analyzing and fitting the TR kinetics. Here, a
177general rate model is employed, which combines one-
178dimensional carrier diffusion and several recombination
179channels, including both interface recombination and
180recombination processes in the perovskite bulk (see eq
1811).15,16,29 This model has already been successfully used on a
182variety of materials to extract the carrier dynamics. The initial
183carrier distribution generated by the ultrashort laser pulse (at t
184= 0) is assumed to follow an exponential distribution,

Figure 2. Top and bottom panels correspond to sub-picosecond and nanosecond time scales, respectively. (a, c) Experimental TA results, and (b,
d) their Kramers−Kronig transformations on top of the experimental TR spectra. The arrow points to the isosbestic point. The pump wavelength
was 475 nm and the initial charge density was around 7.7 × 1016 cm−3.
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185 according to the Lambert−Bouguer law of absorption (see eq
186 2).

N x t
t

D
N x t

x
k N x t k N x t

k N x t

( , ) ( , )
( ( , ) ( , )

( , ) )

2

2 1 2
2

3
3

∂
∂

= ∂
∂

− +

+187 (1)

N x N x( , 0) (0, 0) exp( )α= × −188 (2)

189 Here, N(x, t) denotes to carrier density that is a function of
190 both space (x) and time (t); Sf and Sb denote surface/interface
191 recombination velocities at the front (f) and back (b) surfaces/
192 interfaces, respectively; bulk-specific parameters are the
193 diffusion coefficient (D) and the first- (k1), second- (k2), and
194 third-order (k3) recombination coefficients; α is the absorption
195 coefficient; d represents the film thickness. In the Supporting
196 Information, we also provide a schematic diagram and detailed
197 explanation as well as simulation results based on meaningful
198 parameters.
199 As compared with previous applications of this model on
200 perovskites, we changed the following: first, apart from first-
201 order recombination, here the second -and third-order
202 processes are taken into account, because they are relevant
203 to perovskites. Second, boundary conditions 3 and 4 are
204 considered, distinct for the front and back interfaces, which
205 accounts for the asymmetry in perovskite solar cells, in which
206 the perovskite photoactive layer is typically sandwiched
207 between two different charge extraction layers.

N x t
x

S
D

N t
( , )

(0, )
x 0

f∂
∂

=
= 208(3)

N x t
x

S
D

N d t
( , )

( , )
x d

b∂
∂

= −
= 209(4)

210These changes enable us to extract the carrier dynamics more
211accurately. However, the simulation shown in the Supporting
212Information indicated that discerning all aforementioned
213processes on a limited data set is rather challenging. Therefore,
214we performed global fits according to the above model on a
215series of TR data as to quantify the individual processes.
216Carrier Dynamics in MAPbI3 Thin Films As Reference.
217Three 200 nm thick MAPbI3 films with different interfaces
218 f3were prepared as schematically shown in Figure 3a. These
219samples exhibit the same perovskite bulk properties, because
220they were prepared using the same processing conditions. All
221films were solution-processed on quartz substrate to maintain
222the same interface recombination velocity (Sb) at the back
223interface to the substrate. Consequently, the only difference
224between the MAPbI3 samples is their front interface; here, we
225studied neat MAPbI3 films, MAPbI3 films adjacent to C60, one
226of the most widely used electron transport materials,4,5,30−34

227and with LiF as an interlayer next to C60 as ETL, a structure
228often used to passivate the MAPbI3 photoactive layer in
229devices.4,5,35

Figure 3. (a) Schematic structure of samples used to determine the surface and interface recombination velocities of MAPbI3 films. The samples
have different front surface/interfaces and use the same MHP photoactive layer and back interface (quartz substrate). (b) Decay dynamics of the
experimentally measured TR signals of the three MAPbI3 samples. Solid lines are global fits based on the one-dimensional diffusion and
recombination model. (c) Surface and interface recombination velocities extracted from global fits to the data. The pump wavelength was 475 nm
and the initial charge density was around 5.1 × 1017 cm−3.
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230 Figure 3b presents the TR kinetics of all three MAPbI
231 samples. Considering the 475 nm pump creates “hot” charge
232 carriers, we selected the kinetics after 30 ps, when hot-carrier
233 cooling has concluded and hence, the TR signal represents the
234 population dynamics of free carriers only.22,36 Global fitting
235 was conducted across all kinetic traces, only allowing Sf to vary
236 between the samples, whereas all other parameters were shared
237 in the global fit. This approach allowed us to separate the bulk
238 carrier recombination in MAPbI3 films from the interface-
239 induced recombination. The global fits, shown as solid lines in
240 Figure 3b, reproduce the experimental results across all
241 samples very well (R-squared value ∼0.9933). On the basis
242 of the fits to the data, we calculated the carrier mobility μ using
243 the Einstein relation μ = Dq/(kBT) and the diffusion length

244 (DL) at low carrier densities according to D D k/L 1= .37 The
t1 245 obtained parameters are shown in Table 1. Notably, not only

246 do we discern here the bulk recombination parameters, but
247 also reveal the impact of the interface (and surface) on carrier
248 dynamics in MAPbI3 films.
249 Inserting the fit parameters into the one-dimensional model
250 allowed us to determine an effective carrier lifetime of τeff =
251 14.6 ns in the low carrier injection regime. Using nano- to
252 microsecond TA, we estimated 27.0 ns as the effective carrier
253 lifetime (data are shown in the Supporting Information). We
254 note that the determined carrier mobility is consistent with
255 literature values and with the carrier mobility we obtained by
256 transient terahertz spectroscopy, yielding a mobility of ∼17
257 cm2 V−1 s−1.38 This supports our data analysis and fitting
258 model used here. However, we also note that the bulk-related
259 recombination rates (k1, k2, and k3) are slightly different from
260 those reported earlier.39,40 This may be a consequence of the
261 different models employed earlier, which account for neither
262 interface recombination nor carrier diffusion, or of differences
263 in sample preparation.
264 We estimated the surface recombination velocity in the
265 absence of any CTL/ITL to 1229 ± 78 cm s−1 for neat
266 (nonpassivated) MAPbI3 films. When compared to conven-
267 tional nonpassivated covalent semiconductors such as Si or
268 GaAs,18 this value appears low, and it shows that nonpassivated
269 MAPbI3 films intrinsically exhibit a low (electronically active)
270 surface defect density.27 The C60/MAPbI3 and C60/LiF/
271 MAPbI3 stacks exhibit interface-related carrier recombination
272 velocities of 2248 ± 45 cm s−1 and 145 ± 63 cm s−1,
273 respectively. This indicates that the C60 layer introduces
274 additional interface-related carrier recombination, which can
275 be mitigated by a thin LiF interlayer. Similar results were also
276 reported on other perovskite materials and insulators based on
277 time-resolved and hyper-spectral photoluminescence spectros-
278 copies.7,41 The microscopic origin of the reduced interface
279 recombination when inserting a LiF interlayer in between the
280 perovskite and C60 has been discussed previously.7,41 Briefly,
281 the LiF interlayer passivates recombination centers at the
282 MAPbI3 surface and thereby reduces recombination losses, and
283 by reducing the interface area reduces recombination losses,
284 especially in case of contacts with poor charge carrier
285 selectivity. In fact, holes can potentially be extracted from
286 MAPbI3 to C60 as well.

42 Hence, when reducing the interface
287 area, here by adding a thin interlayer such as LiF, interface
288 recombination is reduced as well.7,41 Consequently, non-
289 radiative recombination is also reduced as has been reported
290 earlier.1,4,5,7,13,35,41 We note that the slowest interface
291 recombination velocity is observed for the quartz/MAPbI3 T
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292 interface, which is around 34.6 ± 19.7 cm s−1. This is not
293 surprising, because the quartz glass should be electronically
294 inactive and thus not contribute to carrier transfer and
295 recombination processes; in fact, quartz may even passivate the
296 perovskite surface leading to less defect-induced recombination
297 processes. We note that similar conclusions have been reported
298 earlier for other inorganic semiconductors.43 However, a
299 precise understanding of this effect requires additional in-depth
300 experimental studies and analysis, which is beyond the scope of
301 this work. We note that the quartz/perovskite interface is not
302 of relevance to devices, it is rather a reference interface, which
303 does not induce any unwanted carrier recombination
304 processes.
305 Next, we study the impact of LiF interlayers on the
306 photovoltaic performance and relate our spectroscopic findings
307 to changes of the devices’ figures of merit. We prepared
308 MAPbI3 devices and adapted an inverted p-i-n architecture as
309 used in silicon/perovskite tandem solar cells. The precise

f4 310 device structure is schematically presented in Figure 4a, it
311 consists of Ag(100 nm)/BCP(6 nm)/C60(25 nm)/LiF(1 nm)/
312 MAPbI3(500 nm)/2-PACs(2 nm)/ITO (100 nm).
313 The devices’ current−voltage characteristics are shown in
314 Figure 4b, and all photovoltaic parameters are summarized in

t2 315 Table 2. Clearly, the Voc increases by 33 mV, from 1090 mV to

316 1123 mV, upon insertion of a 1 nm LiF interlayer. This
317 increasing Voc is consistent with the reduction of interface
318 recombination velocity because the latter could lift up the
319 quasi-Fermi-level splitting.
320 Charge Carrier Dynamics in State-of-the-Art CsFAMA
321 Multication Mixed-Halide Perovskite Films. Next, we
322 studied a wide-bandgap state-of-the-art multication mixed
323 halide perovskite, namely, (Cs0.15MA0.15FA0.70)Pb(Br0.20I0.80)3,
324 which is one of the most promising candidates for applications
325 in silicon/perovskite tandem devices, as recently reported.8

326 Mixed halide perovskites often show light-induced halide

327segregation, and we have recently reported an effective strategy
328to suppress halide segregation which relies on passivation by
329phenformin hydrochloride (PhenHCl). In fact, the combina-
330tion of both top surface (TSP) and grain boundary (GBP)
331passivations has enabled ∼27.4% efficient perovskite/silicon
332tandems.8 In order to explore further, how the carrier
333recombination is impacted by PhenHCl passivation, we
334studied four samples, specifically, a control (neat MHP
335sample), TSP (top surface passivated only), GBP (grain
336boundary passivated only), and GBP + TSP (combined top
337surface and grain boundary passivation).
338Transient reflection spectroscopy measurements were
339conducted, and the corresponding signal decay dynamics for
340 f5all four samples are presented in Figure 5a−d. Just like the
341MAPbI3 samples, we used the one-dimensional diffusion and
342carrier recombination model to fit the signal dynamics and
343extract the rate constants. To improve the fitting accuracy, we
344did a global fitting across all samples; more specifically, all
345bulk-related parameters were shared between the control and
346TSP films (same perovskite bulk), whereas the surface
347recombination velocity was kept variable. This is justified,
348because the control and TSP films were fabricated following
349the same preparation protocol, with the only difference being
350the top-surface passivation by PhenHCl. Overall, the global fit
351across all measured excitation fluences used for the control and
352TSP films included ten decay curves in total. The fits to the
353data are shown in Figure 5. The same fitting procedure was
354applied to the GBP and GBP+TSP films.
355The fitting results reproduce the experimentally measured
356dynamics as shown in Figure 5. All fit parameters are listed in
357 t3Table 3. The effect of PhenHCl passivation on the carrier
358dynamics in (Cs0.15MA0.15FA0.70)Pb(Br0.20I0.80)3 thin films is
359revealed clearly. The control film (unpassivated), exhibited a
360surface-induced recombination velocity Sf of around 605 ± 52
361cm/s. With PhenHCl passivation, the Sf reduced to 0.155 ±
3625.257 and 7.294 ± 34.5 cm/s for top surface or grain boundary
363passivation, respectively. Finally, the GBP+TSP sample
364supported that in terms of carrier recombination, it is the
365top surface passivation that has the largest impact on carrier
366losses at the interface. However, following grain boundary
367passivation, k1, the trap-related recombination rate reduced
368from (1.77 ± 0.12) × 107 to (1.59 ± 0.06) × 107 s−1,
369suggesting that traps were passivated. Furthermore, the data
370reveals that transport properties benefitted from the grain
371boundary passivation, as the carrier diffusion coefficient

Figure 4. Photovoltaic performance of MAPbI devices changes upon insertion of a 1 nm thick LiF interlayer. (a) Schematic device structure of p-i-
n MAPbI solar cells. (b) Device current−voltage characteristics measured in reverse/forward bias sweeps with and without the LiF interlayer.

Table 2. Figures of Merit of MAPbI Solar Cells with and
without LiF Interlayer

Voc (mV) Isc (mA/cm2) FF (%) PCE (%)

without LiF, forward 1090 22.8 75.8 18.8
without LiF, reverse 1090 23.0 78.0 19.5
with LiF, forward 1124 22.9 77.5 19.9
with LiF, reverse 1123 22.9 78.4 20.2
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372 increased from 0.106 ± 0.002 cm2 s−1 to 0.122 ± 0.003 cm2

373 s−1, and consequently, the diffusion length was improved from
374 772 ± 35 nm to 877 ± 28 nm. Lastly, the carrier mobility
375 estimated from the Einstein relation, was found to be 4.12 ±
376 0.078 cm2 V−1 s−1 without grain boundary passivation and
377 improved to 4.77 ± 0.12 cm2 V−1 s−1 when using PhenHCl for
378 grain boundary passivation.

379 ■ CONCLUSION

380 We performed a detailed analysis of the surface/interface-
381 related ultrafast carrier dynamics in MHP films using the
382 reference MHP MAPbI3 and a state-of-the-art CsFAMA
383 perovskite by transient reflection spectroscopy. First, we
384 demonstrated that the unwanted thin-film interference can
385 be reduced by selecting appropriate MHP film thicknesses.
386 Second, we showed that transient reflection signals consist of

387contributions from hot and relaxed carriers as indicated by

388Kramers−Kronig transformation of transient absorption

389signals. Third, we analyzed the transient reflection kinetics in

390the framework of a one-dimensional diffusion and carrier

391recombination model. Using this model for TR data analysis,

392we demonstrated the effect of top surface passivation and grain

393bounda r y pa s s i v a t i on i n w ide -b andgap mi x ed

394(Cs0.15MA0.15FA0.70)Pb(Br0.20I0.80)3 passivated by PhenHCl by

395discerning all recombination processes and determining the

396interface-related recombination velocities. Our work provides

397guidance for the application of transient reflection spectrosco-

398py on thin film metal halide perovskites, and it illustrates that

399interface engineering has a significant impact on carrier
400dynamics and consequently on device performance.

Figure 5. Dynamics of experimentally measured TR signals (open symbols) and fits to the data (solid lines). Note that the data of the (a) control
and (b) TSP films were globally fitted as well as the (c) GBP and (d) GBP+TSP data. Insets are illustrations of the samples. The control MHP film
is a neat (Cs0.15MA0.15FA0.70)Pb(Br0.20I0.80)3 perovskite; TSP is for top-surface passivation; GBP is for grain-boundary passivation. The excitation
wavelength was 475 nm.

Table 3. Fit Parameters Determined from Global Fits to the TR Signal Dynamics of (Cs0.15MA0.15FA0.70)Pb(Br0.20I0.80)3 Thin
Filmsa

surface/interface-related
constants bulk-related constants

Sf (cm/s) k1 (s
−1) k2 (cm

3 s−1) k3 (cm
6 s−1) D (cm2 s−1)

Μ
(cm2 V−1 s−1) DL (nm)

control 605 ± 52 (1.77 ± 0.12) × 107 (6.0 ± 1.1) × 10−10 (5.4 ± 1.7) × 10−30 0.106 ± 0.002 4.12 ± 0.078 772 ± 35
TSP 0.155 ± 5.275
GBP 7.294 ± 34.5 (1.59 ± 0.06) × 107 (3.3 ± 5.4) × 10−11 (1.3 ± 4.3) × 10−31 0.122 ± 0.003 4.77 ± 0.12 877 ± 28
GBP +
TSP

0.618 ± 4.883

aTSP, top-surface passivation only; GBP, grain-boundary passivation only; GBP + TSP, combined grain-boundary and top-surface passivation.
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401 ■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION AND METHODS
402 MAPbI3 Perovskite Film and Solar Cell Device Fabrication.
403 Prepatterned quartz glass/ITO substrates were cleaned sequentially
404 with detergent, deionized water, acetone, and IPA. The cleaned ITO
405 substrates were treated with UV light for 10 min. A 100 μL 2PACz
406 solution (1 mg/mL in ethanol) was spin-coated onto the ITO
407 substrate at 5000 rpm for 25 s, followed by annealing at 100 °C for 10
408 min. After cooling to room temperature, 100 μL of MAPbI3
409 perovskite solution (1.25 M) in DMF:DMSO (9:1) solvent mixture
410 was spin-coated using a two-step program, which included a first
411 processing step of 1000 rpm for 10 s and another step of 4000 rpm for
412 20 s. One-hundred microliters of chlorobenzene (antisolvent) was
413 dropped at the center of the substrate 12 s before the end of the spin-
414 coating process. The samples were then immediately annealed on a
415 hot plate at 100 °C for 10 min. Finally, 1 nm LiF, 25 nm C60, 6 nm
416 BCP, and 100 nm Ag layers were evaporated in the case of devices.
417 (Cs0.15MA0.15FA0.70)Pb(Br0.20I0.80)3 Perovskite Film Fabrica-
418 tion. The perovskite thin films were prepared using the following
419 procedure. Quartz substrates were cleaned by sonication successively
420 in detergent, deionized water, acetone, and isopropanol. The
421 sonication time was 15 min for each cleaning process. The substrates
422 were then dried with N2 flow and then treated with UV-ozone for 5
423 min. The substrates were transferred to a glovebox filled with N2 to
424 coat the perovskite layer. The perovskite precursor solutions were
425 prepared by dissolving CsI, FAI, MABr, PbI2, and PbBr2 salts in
426 cosolvent of DMF/DMSO (4/1:v/v) to obtain 0.6 M of
427 Cs0.15MA0.15FA0.70Pb(I0.80Br0.20)3. The perovskite solutions were spin
428 coated by using a consecutive two-step spin-coating process consisting
429 of 2000 rpm for 10 s and 5000 rpm for 30 s. 300 μL of EtAc was
430 dropped at the 10th second of the second step. The films were then
431 annealed at 100 °C for 25 min. For the grain boundary passivation
432 (GBP), 0.25 mg/mL of phenformin hydrochloride (PhenHCl) was
433 added to the precursor solution. On the other hand, for the top-
434 surface passivation (TSP), 0.75 mg/mL of PhenHCl dissolved in IPA
435 was spin coated at 4000 rpm for 40 s on top of the perovskite layer
436 followed by an annealing at 80 °C for 5 min.
437 Current−Voltage Characterization (JV). The current−voltage
438 characteristics were obtained by using a Keithley 2400 source meter
439 while devices were placed in an Abet Technologies Sun 3000 solar
440 simulator.
441 Ellipsometry. Ellipsometry measurements were performed using a
442 JAWoollam M-2000 spectroscopic ellipsometer at the following angles
443 of incidence: 55, 65, and 75°. Perovskite films were deposited on
444 single-polished Si wafers. The refractive index (n) and extinction
445 coefficient (k) were extracted from the spectroscopic ellipsometry
446 measurements using four Tauc−Lorentz oscillators.
447 Steady-State Absorbance Measurements. Steady-state UV−
448 vis absorbance spectra were carried out using a PerkinElmer Lambda
449 950 UV/vis/NIR spectrophotometer. To account for the reflection of
450 the samples, we calculated the absorbance using the following

451 equation: log R
T

1= − , where A is the absorbance, R the reflectance, and

452 T the transmittance.
453 Ultrafast and Broadband Transient Reflection/Absorption
454 (TR/TA) Measurements. TR/TA spectroscopy was carried out using
455 a home-built pump−probe setup. The output of a titanium: sapphire
456 amplifier (Coherent LEGEND DUO, 4.5 mJ, 3 kHz, 100 fs) was split
457 into three beams (2, 1, and 1.5 mJ). Two of them were used to
458 separately pump two optical parametric amplifiers (OPA) (Light
459 Conversion TOPAS Prime). TOPAS-1 is used to provide tunable
460 pump pulses, and TOPAS-2 is to generate the probe pulses, as
461 depicted follows. We first select a 1300 nm pulse outputted from
462 TOPAS-2, and then send it through a calcium fluoride (CaF2) crystal
463 which is mounted on a continuously moving stage. This enables us to
464 generate a white-light supercontinuum pulses with a spectral range
465 from 350 to 1100 nm. The pump pathway length was varied between
466 5.12 and 2.6 m with a broadband retroreflector mounted on an
467 automated mechanical delay stage (Newport linear stage IM-
468 S600CCHA controlled by a Newport XPS motion controller),
469 thereby generating delays between pump and probe from −400 ps

470to 8 ns. Pump and probe beams were overlapped on the front surface
471of the sample, and their spot sizes were measured by a beam viewer
472(Coherent, LaserCam-HR II) to make sure the pump beam was about
473three times larger than the probe beam. The samples are stored in a
474vacuum chamber to protect from degradation. The probe beam was
475guided to a custom-made prism spectrograph (Entwicklungsbüro
476Stresing) where it was dispersed by a prism onto a 512 pixel
477complementary metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) linear image
478sensor (Hamamatsu G11608- 512DA). The probe pulse repetition
479rate was 3 kHz, the excitation pulses were mechanically chopped to
4801.5 kHz (100 fs to 8 ns delays), and the detector array was read out at
4813 kHz.
482Nano- to Microsecond-Long TA/TR Measurements. Nano- to
483microsecond TA/TR measurements were performed on a home-built
484pump−probe setup. The monochromatic pump pulse was provided
485by a Q-switched laser system (InnoLAS, picolo AOT MOPA,
486picosecond Nd:YVO4 Laser System) where the fundamental
487frequency was tripled to produce a 355 nm output, and the pulse
488energy was modulated to be 300 μJ/cm2 with a reflective neutral
489density filter. The broad-band probe pulse, spectrally ranging from
490420 to 1100 nm, was generated by focusing a 1300 nm pulse into a 3
491mm c-cut Sapphire crystal. The seed pulse was obtained from an
492optical parametric amplifier (Light Conversion, TOPAS prime) itself
493pumped by a commercial Ti:Sapphire femtosecond amplifier
494(Coherent Legend Elite Duo, 4.5 mJ, 3 kHz, 100 fs). The delay
495time between the pump and probe pulses was controlled by an
496electronic delay generator (Stanford Research System DG535) with a
497jitter of roughly 100 ps. In the TR experiment, the pump and probe
498pulses were overlapped on the front surface of the samples. All
499measurements were performed at room temperature, and samples
500were protected in a nitrogen-filled sample chamber.
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